
Music and Musical Direction by
Henry Krips

Pacific Score by Alfred Hill
Recorded by The Sydney Symphony Orchestra
(the credit to the SSO was deleted on US prints of the film)

Henry Krips was at this time very active in Australia in composing for film, and
collaborated with director Ken G. Hall on a number of films.

He was also a conductor who did much to elevate classical music in Australia.
The ADB has a detailed biography here.

With the US-style budget available, Hall was able to revive his relationship
with Australia's leading classical music composer Alfred Hill, first established
in the filming of opera-themed The Broken Melody, for which Hill had written 
music.

Hall commissioned Hill to write a special Pacific score, and hired the SSO to play 
it. 
With the help of Hall, Krips put the 47 piece orchestra into a fluted plywood shell, 
of the kind used in Disney's Fantasia, with the aim of using the shell to gather up 
the tone
and pour it forth with good tone and balance (the Adelaide Mail 31st August 
1946).

(Below: Henry Krips)

http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/krips-henry-joseph-12758


Alfred Hill is arguably one of Australia's most interesting composers, 
especially considering the period and climate in which he worked. 
The ADB has a biography here.

(Below: Alfred Hill and the Adelaide Mail report on the music).

http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/hill-alfred-francis-6667




Musically, Smithy was already well established in the popular imagination. For
example, an American songwriter Lou Handman who worked



the Australian vaudeville circuit in the late 1920s, came up with Smithy,
words by William M. Maloney, music Lou Handman, arranged by Fred Hall,
published by Allan & Co. in Melbourne c. 1928 (Hardman's famous hit was
Are You Lonesome Tonight?)

Popular composer Jack O’Hagan in 1928 came up with Kingsford Smith, Aussie 
is
proud of you, which can be heard on the NFSA DVD release of the film, 
performed by Len Maurice (Columbia 01140).

The NFSA DVD release also features Smithy the King of the Air, sung by Clement 
Williams, using 1935 cinema slides. 

More about these aviation songs at the NFSA here.

http://www.nfsa.gov.au/collection/sound/sounds-australia/our-heroes-air/



